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The Periodic Table by Primo Levi is an impassioned response to the Holocaust consisting of twenty one short stories 
each possessing the name of a chemical element the collection tells of the author s experiences as a Jewish Italian 
chemist before during and after Auschwitz in luminous clear and unfailingly beautiful prose It has been named the best 
science book ever by the Royal Institution of Great Britain and is considered to be Levi s crowning achievement 
About the Author Born on July 31 19191 in Turin Italian Jewish scientist Primo Levi graduated with honors in 
chemistry amid the rise of Fascism in his home country He later survived a year at Auschwitz during World War II 
against all odds Upon his liberation 
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information  epub  award winning periodic table with user friendly element data and facts cool online chemistry 
videos dictionary tools etc  pdf the interactive periodic table of elements chemical data health and environmental 
effects presented in five languages interactive periodic table with dynamic layouts showing names electrons oxidation 
trend visualization orbitals isotopes and compound search full descriptions 
periodic table chart of all chemical elements
short videos about every element on the periodic table plus other cool experiments and chemistry stuff  textbooks 
audiobook periodic table of elements with information on chemical elements like gold silver iron neon helium 
chlorine copper cobalt and more interactive periodic table clicking on an element brings up a list of general properties 
and data and information on its discovery history uses geologic 
the periodic table of videos university of nottingham
the chemistry divisions periodic table describes the history properties resources uses isotopes forms costs and other 
information for each element  in addition to the information contained within the periodic table of elements the 
following articles may be helpful if you are writing a report about an element or  review these periodic tables and 
books are based on seven years of painstaking photography praised by nobel laureates teachers and artists alike these 
posters and images chem4kids this tutorial introduces the periodic table other sections include matter elements 
reactions and biochemistry 
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